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SG Book Swap helps save money
By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
News Writer

nected to this.
it's not just
Wright State. It's
Wright Slate University's also very easy to
Student Government is estab- use. Once you
lishing and implementing a get to the site it
book swap in an effort to make walks
you
buying books easier for the stu- through
the
dent body.
whole process."
"We would eventually like said Raftery.
to use the Multipurpose Room
Students usfor an all-day event where stu- ing the site post
dents could buy and sell their information on
books, but until we are able to the book they
do that students can participate want to buy or
on-line through the Student sell and then othGovernment website," said ers arc able to see
Jared Raftery, SG president.
the post and reWhile visiting SG on the spond.
The
web, students can click the owner of the
book swap icon and be taken to book sets its SG president
a site that will put them in touch price and works
with other schoo. > in Ohio and with the buyer on the best way
for the book to change hands.
across the nation.
"I think this is a great way
"There are hundreds of

the owner paid. 1 think that is
very reasonable," said Todd
Koehn, SG vice-president.
"Everything is running for
those who want to use it. but
there has not been a lot of
publicity yet. so many students
don't know it is there. We are
hoping to do things like sending a campus wide E-mail
about the site in the near future to make people more
aware." said Raftery.
Students interested in the
book swap can check out the
SG website at http://
www.wright.edu/studentorgs/
studgov/home.html.
Any questions can be addressed to SG in W024 of the
Student Union or by calling
them at (937) 775-5508. Questions and concerns can also
be discussed at SG meetings,
every Friday in E157 Student
Union.

Jared Raftery
for students to get their books
and save money. I know of a
book posted for half the price

WSU to march in memory of MLK, Jr.
By MICHAEL D. PITMAN
Staff Writer
The Office of Student Life
will be organizing the Martin
Luther King, Jr. March on Monday Jan. 18.
Wright State has been handling the march for years, but
this is the first year that the
Office of Student Life will be
handling the event.
"We have more marketing ability with students
than the university," said
Parris Carter, graduate
program assistant for Student Life.
The day's events will
begin at 10 a.m. in front of
the Student Union at the
information desk Around
10:30 a.m., the group will
be bussed to the East Dayton Community Center
where they will march to
Courthouse Square and
should arrive around 11:30
:brat i

Courthouse Square wMl include
singing from the Dayton Metropolitan Housing Authority
Choir, short inspirational
speeches
from
Marisa
Moscowitz
and
Donte
Shakelford, and a Mayor's
pledge.
The Office of Student Life
has flyers promoting the event
all over campus. Memos have
been sent to student organiza-

Parris Carter

tions and outside media has
been assisting in promoting the
event.
"We don't want just African-American students to participate." said Carter.
This event is a celebration
of the day and all students, staff
and faculty arc encouraged to
participate.

"This is not just for Wright
State," said Carter. "It is for
the Dayton community."
The event will end at noon
and transportation will be available to and from the event.
For more information about
the Martin Luther King, Jr.
March, contact the Office of
Student Life at (937)775-5570.

FAST FACT

Why do we have Monday off?
The facts behind Martin Luther
King, Jr. day:
Celebrated on the third Monday of every January.
Third National
passed this century.

Holiday

The only American besides
George Washington to have a
National Holiday in his honor.

mmmj£!s!£sn2jm.

Wise words from MLK,Jr
If y o u see n e w s
on campus, or
have a tip,
contact
Heather at 7755538.

Complied by KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
News Writer

With Martin Luther King Jr.
Day approaching. The Guardian
has compiled a collection of
quotes from the life and times of
King. Here is a brief look at his
visions.
"Darkness cannot drive out
darkness; only light can do that.
Hate cannot drive out hale; only
love can do that. Haie multiplies
hate, violence multiplies violence,
and toughness multiplies toughness in a descending spiral of destruction... The chain reaction of
evil - hate begetting hate, wars
LARCENY/THEFT
Jan.6: A Fairbom resident re- producing more wars - must be
ported the theft of a stereo faceplate broken, or we shall be plunged
valued at $100 from a car in Lot 7. into the dark abyss of annihilaJ u i : A Fairbom resident re- tion."
"Power at its best is love impleported the theft of a CD player and
speakers valued at $969 from a car menting the demands of justice.
Justice at its best is love correctin Lot 2.
Jan.o: A Kettering resident re- ing everything that stands against
ported the theft of a CD player, love."
"Nonviolence is the answer to
CD's and speakers valued at $340
the crucial political and moral
from a car in Lot 7.
Jan.6: A Fairbom resident re
ported the theft of a cordless tele
phone valued at $ 100 from a room
in Maple Hall.
Jan.6: A Fairbomresidentreported the theft and use of a phone
Wednesday, Jan. 13
:pin number valued at $1 IS from a
• "A Life-Study of the book of
room in Hickory Hall.
Hebrews," a bible study sponsored
Jan.7: A Fairbom resident re- by Life and Truth, at 12 p.m. in
ported the theft of $32 from a room W025 Student Union.
in Oak Hall.
» Noon Prayer, sponsored by
|a&8: A Dayton resident re- Campus Crusade for Christ, at 12
ported the theft of 75 CD's and CD p.m. in 125 Millett Hall.
toldcrs valued at $1,145 from a
• Muslim Prayer, sponsored by
room in Hamilton Hall.
Muslim Students, from 3 p.m. to 4
J u J : A WSU employee re- p.m. in W015D Student Union.
ported the theft o f a bookbog, con• WWSU general meeting at 5
tents and a police baton valued at p.m. in W025 Student Union.
$192fromacar parked at the Police
• Black Women Striving ForHeadquarters building.
ward meeting at 5 p.m. in E163A
Jan.ll: A WSU employee re- Student Union.
potted the theft of a telephone val• The movie "Blade Runner,"
ued at $50froma room in an office sponsored by UAB, at 7 p.m. in the
in the Creative Arts Music Center.
Rathskcllar.
ASSAULT
Thursday, Jan. 14
Jan.7: A Dayton resident was
• Morning Prayer, sponsored
{taken into custody for Menacing in by Campus Crusade for Christ, at
j the Student Union.
8:45 a.m. in the Bike Shop.
' OFFENDING THE PUBLIC
• Muslim Prayer, sponsored by
PEACE
Muslim Students, from 3 p.m. to 4
Jan.9.: A Fairbom resident re- p.m. in W015D Student Union.
ported an incident of telephone ha• Resident Community Assorassment.
ciation meeting from 3:30 p.m. to
Jan. 10: Police were called to 5:30p.m. in W025 Student Union.
Hamilton Hall to respond to a False
• Association for Women's
Fire Alarm.
Equality meetings at 4 p.m. in 060
DRIVING UNDERSUSPEN- Rike Hall.
SION
• Thursday Night Thing, sponJan.9: A Fairbom resident was sored by Baptist Collegiate Minisarrested for Driving Under Suspen- tries, at 7 p.m. in 001 Medical
sion and Failure to Obey a Traffic Sciences Building.
Control Devicc in Lot 7.

Campus
Crime

;m>tions of ourtimc: the need
lor man to overcome oppres
sion and violence without resorting to oppression and violence. Man must evolve for all

sons who hold both sacrosanct
My views are not so rigid. A life
is sacred. Properly is intended
to serve life, and no matter how
much we surround it with rights

M

an must evolve for all human
conflict a method which rejects revenge, aggression and retaliation.
The foundation of such a method is
love.
-Martin Luther King Jr.
human conflict a method which
rejects revenge, aggression and
retaliation. The foundation of
such a method is love."
"We must combine the
toughness of the serpent and
the softness of a dove, a tough
mind and a tender heart."
"1 am aware that there arc
many who wince at the distinction between property and per-

and respect, it has no personal
being. It is part of the earth man
walks on; it is not man."
"A good many observers
have remarked that if equality
could come at once the Negro
would not be ready for it. I submit that the white American is
even more unprepared."
"Being a Negro in America
means trying to smile when you

hold on to physical life annd
psychological death. It means
the pain of watching your children grow up with clouds of
inferiority in their mental skies.
It means having your legs cut
off, and then being condemned
for being a cripple. It means
seeing your mother and father
spiritually murdered by the
slings and arrows of daily exploitation. and then being hated
for being an orphan."
"The church must be reminded that it is not the master
or servant of the state, but rather
the conscience of the state. It
must be the guide and the critic
of the state, and never its tool.
If the church docs not recapture
its prophetic zeal, it will become an irrelevant social club
without moral or spiritual authority."
"If a man has not discovered
something that he will die for.
he isn't fit to live."
Information compiled from various
Internet sources.

Campus Calendar
Campus Crusade for Christ
Primciime meeting at 6 p.m. in
EI63 Student Union.
Friday, Jan. 15
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at 12
p.m. in 125 Millett Hall.
• The Guardian general meeting at 3 p.m. in W025 Student
Union.
Muslim Prayer, sponsored by
Muslim Students, from 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. in W015D Student Union.
• Student Government meeting
at 5 p.m; in E157 Student Union.
• "Continuing a life-study of
Samuel," a bible study sponsored
by Life and Truth, at 7 p.m. in
E156A of the Student Union.
Saturday, Jan.!*)
• ZetaTau Alpha meeting at 10
a.m. in W169C Student Union.
• An Adapted Swim, sponsored
by UAB, will be held from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. in the Student Union pool.
Sunday, Jan. 17
• Phi Mu meeting at 3 p.m. in
W169B Student Union.
• Delta Zeta meeting at 4 p.m. in
E156C Student Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting at 4
p.m. in W169C Student Union.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at
5 p.m. in E156A Student Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting at
5:30 p.m. in El57 Student Union.

• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at 6
p.m. in E154 Student Union.
• Beta Theta Pi meeting at 7
p.m. in E156B Student Union.
Monday, Jan. 18
• Music Video Bingo, sponsored
by UAB, from 11 am. until 1 p.m.
in the Student Union Atrium.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Cnisade for Christ, at 12
p.m. in 125 Millett Hall.
• Muslim Prayer, sponsored by
Muslim Students, from 3 p.m. to 4
p.m. in W015D Student Union.
• Black Student Union general
meeting at 4 p.m. in E163A Student Union.
• Triumph meeting at 4 p.m. in
W025 Student Union.
• Greek Affairs Council at 4
p.m. in W169C Student Union.
• President's Ambassadors
meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Faculty
Dining Room.
• African-American Residential
Caucus meeting at 5 p.m. in E163B
Student Union.
• Sports Club Council meeting
at 7 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
•Phi Sigma Pi meeting at 7 p.m.
in W169C Student Union.
• Interfraternity Council meeting at 7 p.m. in W169B Student
Union.
Tuesday. Jan. 19
• Morning Prayer, sponsored

by Campus Crusade for Christ, at
8:45 a.m. in die Bike Shop.
• Muslim Prayer, sponsored
by Muslim Students, from 3 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in W015D Student
Union.
• Wright Outdoors meeting at
7 p.m. in W025 Student Union.

•BaptistStuc^
ing at . 7 p.m. in E154
Union.
Wednesday, JanJO
• "A Life-Study of the book
of Hebrews," a bible study sponsored by Life and Truth, at 12
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ at 12
p.m. in 125 Milieu Hall
• Muslim Prayer, sponsored
by Muslim Students, from 3 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in W015D Student
Union.
• UAB general meeting at 4
p.m. in W028 Student Union.
• WWSU general meeting at
5 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Black Women Striving Forward meeting at 5 p.m. in E163A
Student Union.
• Skiing Workshop, presented
by Outdoor Recreation, at 5:15
p.m. in 156B Student Union.
• The movie "Get Shorty,
sponsored by UAB, at 7 p.m. in
the Rathskellar.
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BSU prepares for busy Winter quarter
By HEATHER M. BISHARA
News Editor
The Black Sludcnt Union is
approaching a very active quarter with many upcoming events.
BSU will start their quarter
off by participating in the Martin Luther King. Jr. March that
is being sponsored by Student
Life.
"The march is on the eighteenth and is open to all WSU
students. It is a chance to get
together and march for the
things that Dr. King worked
for," said Daniel McCalistcr,
president of BSU.
On Jan. 27 a forum entitled
"Why Should 1 Become Involved" will be held.
"We want to get students to
become more involved. Students talk about being bored
and having nothing to do. If
students get involved they can
make more things to do," said
Rahn Harper, secretary of BSU.
"Our first major event will
bp ihe Heritaoe Ball. It's a for-

spoke to students about getting
mal affair that's been
ready for college. We wanted
held for several years
to get a group together to reach
and it gives students
out to high school students who
a chance to get
may be undecided on what they
dressed up and have
want to do with their future.
a good time. DancWe just want to enlighten
ing has always been
people," said Middlebrook.
a part of the AfricanAnother current service
American race. We
project is a book drive started
give people a chance
by
WSU student Mark
to combine education
Awantang.
and history," said
"We've been assisting him
Leon Stevenson,
in getting books to send to Aftreasurer of BSU.
rica.
We encourage people to
The event will be
g bring any books you would like
held on Feb. 5 and
g to donate to people who really
details are still being
® need them," said McCalister.
gathered.
>• For more information on
Following the
2
BSU's upcoming events and
Heritage Ball. BSU
a programs, call the BSU office
will be bringing in
at (937) 775-5506 or visit them
the
Buckingham BSU officers, from left to right; Leon Stevenson, Chris Middlebrook,
at W031 Student Union.
Railroad Workers on Rahn Harper and Daniel McCalister.
"We want to thank everyBSU is also planning many
Feb. 8 and 9 as part of worked. They're going to perone for coming to our meetings
Februarv'scclebration of Black form for students and during service events to be done
the second part of the show, throughout the Dayton commu- last quarter and for so much
History Month.
support." said Stevenson.
"The Buckingham Railroad they're going to answer ques- nity.
"We look forward to having
"I started a program last
Workers are group of black men tions about what they did," said
a productive quarter." said
who used to work on the rail- Christopher Middlebrook. vice quarter where I went to a local
McCalister.
high school. Trotwood. and
roads and chant while they president of BSU.

Add/drop policy fails, revisions expected
By MICHAEL D. PITMAN
Staff Writer
The add/drop policy that
was projected to be passed at
the Faculty Senate meeting on
Jan. 11 was dropped. The original policy, voted on last spring,
has been changed enough to
brainstorm a new add/drop
policy.
The Financial Aid Office,
the Office of the Registrar, the
Faculty Senate Committee and
two students, who arc yet to be
named, will now brainstorm a
new policy. The committee will
provide updated reports every
month to the Faculty Senate.
Donna Schlagheck, director
of International Studies and
professor of political science,
presented the motion made at
Monday's Faculty Senate meeting, "I move that the drop/add
policy adopted by the Senate
last year and approved by the
Faculty be remanded to a committee to be appointed by the
Executive Committee of the
Faculty Senate and chaired by
the faculty president, Robert J.
Sweeney. This committee will
develop a new drop/add policy
that embraces the principles of
(he original policy without the

entire year for missing class,
implementation problems."
Student Government was then I am very concerned about
opposed to the add/drop policy that."
Other things that may have
for multiple reasons. Acceding to Todd Koehn. SG vice effected the Faculty Senate's
president, the reasons for the change of mind may have also
opposition of the policy was been included in a memo from
there was no student
voice, there were too
many ways to be
dropped from a class,
there was no plan
devised to contact
certain types of
classes and the loss
of financial aid for a
school year. If a student were dropped
from a class, which
coincided with the
Registrar's report to
the National Student
Loan Clearinghouse,
a student would lose
their financial aid SG vice president Todd Koehn.
and would have to reapply for new financial aid the the Office of the Registrar
They had a written list of isfollowing school year.
"Any policy that prevents a sues concerning the new add/
student from being enrolled in drop policy, which included
the university for a year be- forcible drops, mix-ups in procause of missing one class, we fessors dropping and students
as a student government are getting signed in, late admisgoing to be very opposed to sions to Wright State, the efthis," said Koehn. 'If they (stu- fects that the policy would have
dents) lose their funding for an with senior citizens taking

classes, and students who are
backed out of classes.
The forcible drops could
cause confusion with students.
When instructors submit drop
paperwork and students bring
the pink add forms to the Registrar, they
may not arrive in the
intended order.
According to
the Office of
the Registhey
may admit a
student into
a class and
then later
his/her office will receive
the
forcible
drop form
via campus
mail.
To make Wright State more
student-centered, the Admissions Office admits students
during the first week of classes.
However, students will be upset after being admitted and
then not being allowed to register for classes.
Senior citizens rely on the

first week of classes because
they aren't allowed to register before classes begin. However, the new add policy only
allows them to register within
the first two days of classes.
Finally, students who are
backed out of classes for nonpayment are typically dropped
prior to the start of classes.
According to the Office of the
Registrar, many students ignore their notifications of being backed out. The Office of
the Registrar currently reinstates many students through
the end of the first week. They
try to do so without using pink
slips.
If you have questions about
the add/drop policy, contact
Koehn at the SG office in
W024 Student Union or call
at(937) 775-5522.

ATTENTION:
The Wright State University Telephone Directories are now ready
to be picked up, free of
cost, in the Student Life
office. W034 Student
Union.
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New dean named at WSU SOM
By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
News Writer
Wright State University has
appointed Alonzo Patterson as
the new Assistant Dean of Minority Affairs at the WSU
School of Medicine.
Patterson holds a B.S. degree in biomedical engineering
from WSU and a M.D. degree
from the University of Cincin-

nati.
Patterson has been at WSU
since 1995 as a part-time student advisor and wants to use
his position to become a positive example for the lives of
minority medical students.
"It isn't about some celebrity standing up as a role model
and telling you to do the right
thing. What's important is having people in your life who have
c o n f i d e n c e in y o u , " said

Patterson.
Patterson is aware of how
valuable encouragement can be
after being involved with the
Horizons in Medicine educational initiative which seeks to
give minority and disadvantaged students an introduction
to the health care field and what
is needed to be a part of it.
"I realized the impact Horizons had on ine my freshman
year of college. Kids have to

keep their eyes and ears open
for opportunities like Horizons.
The opportunities may not be
glamorous or star-studded, but
if they help get you where you
want to be, they're very worthwhile," said Patterson.
Patterson hopes his experience can benefit the students
he will work with and provide
them with ideas for their future
while showing others how to
do the same.

"I help students see where
t h e y ' r e at now and where
they're trying to go. Mentoring
medical students is a way to
touch the lives of some who
will go out and touch the lives
of many more. I think this is
something 1 am here to do. You
don't have to do something superlative or unusual to get fulfillment out of life. Just do what
y o u ' r e here to d o , " said
Patterson.

Homecoming '99 on its way home
By MATT DALEY
Staff Writer
The annual Wright State University Homecoming Week celebration is almost upon us, and
numerous activities have been
planned for the entire week.
Homecoming Week will occur
Feb. 15-20 and will feature new
and old events. According to Eric
Cc. bitt. Assistant Director of Campus Recreation and chair of the
Student Activities Homecoming
Committee, there will be four new
events this year. There will be a
banner design contest sponsored
by the Student Athletic Promotions
Board, as well as a resident hall and
apartment door decorating contests
and a float decorating contest, both
of which arc sponsored by the Residential Community Association. A
spirit rally will be sponsoreo oy the

Interfraternity Council on Saturday. Corbitt also mentioned that
there would be a 3-on-3 wheelchair basketball tournament and a
4-on-4 volleyball tournament for
the second consecutive year. The
week will end with a men's basketball game against Wisconsin-Milwaukee on Saturday afternoon at
the Nutter Center.
"We're try ing to get lots of publicity for Homecoming. Information packets will be going out to all
student organizations, and we' II be
hanging up posters," Corbitt said."
The Homecoming committee has a
whole issue of the Alumni News,
and we'll be in Dialogue, too."
Corbitt went on to say, "We
wanted to involve student organizations in the planning. Each event
is sponsored by a student organization or campus department "
Besides the new activities

planned, many of the old standbys
will return. "Raider Royalty," a
king and queen competition, will
be sponsored by Inter Club Council. The Mocktails contest, in which
people compete to concoct the best
nonalcoholic cocktails, will be back
for its biannual appearance and is
sponsored by Peer 2 Peer and Student Life. On Feb. 16 of Homecoming Week, the Union Activities Board will sponsor a Murder
Mystery Dinner, according to
Corbitt. There will also be an event
for children that night, called Cub's
Clues. Instead of being a part of the
adult Murder Mystery Dinner, kids
will participate in games such as
"Blues Clues," "Clue" and "Clue
Jr."
Other events scheduled are a
poetry reading on Thursday night,
a tuition raffle and T-shirt sale and
a wheelchair basketball exhibition

game against Edinboro University.
"There is no official homecoming dance planned this year," said
Corbitt. Last year's scheduled
dance had to be canceled due to
poor ticket sales.

For more information on Homecoming or information on how you
or your organization can be involved, contact the Student Union
Administration Office at (937)
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Nexus celebrates issue 100
free," said Hoilette.
about w h a t ' s
In the past, the journal has
going on in the
featured famous artists such as
w o r l d , " said
Nikki Giovanni, Brion Gysin
Cline.
and Ira Cohen.
"Revolution
The start of Winter Quarter
"In our most recent issue we
'99 marked the release of the has really been
featured a lot of up and coming
neglected
one hundredth issue of Wright a
poets like Andre (Hoilette).
State University's Nexus. The topic. I love the
Folade Speakes, Tony Medina
literary magazine, which is cur- cover of the isand Krista Franklin, all from
rently edited by Adam Cline, sue; it screams
Dayton," said Cline.
Andre H o i l e t t e and Jamie revolution and
While student submission is
rebellion.
Fearer began in 1967.
encouraged and in great dc"The importance of achiev- There's a fire,
c mand, according to Hoilette,
there's
ing a one hundredth issue is b u '
1 "A lot of students don't send
that only a handful of maga- soi ieonc dancw
c things in because of commuzines make it t h e r e , " said ing in front of
® nity apathy."
the fire," said
Hoilette.
a
"So many people came in
"A lot of magazines don't Hoilette.
o and said they would love to
N e x u s ,
even make it to the five year
bring
things in. but a lot of
which received
mark," said Cline.
from left to right, Adam Cline and Andre Hoilette.
people who said they would
Nexus marked its centen- a p p r o x i m a t e l y Nexus editors
Ohio. It's known as one of the bring things in did not." said
nial edition with the theme of 300-400 submissions from vari- t.) be featured.
Cline.
"Nexus actually has a pretty better magazines to be in. In
ous writers, is considered quite
"Revolution."
"We're selective in what we
"So many people don't think a prestigious magazine in which good reputation outside of side Ohio it's just like, hev. it's
choose, but we're not closed.
Other past editors would only
look for the "names." We don't
try to be e x c l u s i v e . " said
Hoilette.
The current issue is available to all students, staff and
faculty for free and can be
picked up in the Student Union
(across from 016 SU) and in
the Creative Arts Center.Only
1.500 copies of the edition were
printed.
"We did a kick-ass job on
this edition. They are going fast
and they arc almost gon*:." said
Cline.
The next issue, with the
theme "Jazz," has a submission deadline of Feb.2. Any student interested in more information or putting a copy of the
current issue on hold can call
T H E W R I G H T C H O I C E
Nexus at(937)775-5533.
By HEATHER M.
BISHARA
News Editor

Wright State University
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY
Presents. . .

Escorts

(Student Association For Escorts)

CALL x 2 1 1 1

The Department Of Public
Safety Offers Free Safety
Escorts, 24 Hours A Day, 7
Days A Week. S.A.F.E. Is
Staffed By Wright State
University Students.

•Highly Trained
Professional and Courteous
Concerned About Your Safety on Campus
Complete Safety Escorts To Your Vehicle,
Residence Community, or Any Other
Facility on Campus
Wright State University Police Officers and
Student Patrol Officers Serve as Escorts
When S.A.F.E. is not Available

SPIN

TUESDAYS
AT
COLLEGE 3:30PM
ON
:7Ai
WWSU

u/u/su
1

C3

<3

HOLIDAY INN - FA1RBORN

$$$ EXCELLENT PAY $$$
FANTASTIC HOURS
Need extra c a s $ | | | l
jobs for those who

H i l d a job to meet your schedule^
or evening classes. We are

Restaurant Server
PM Restaurant Server
Room Attendant
t Audit - 3ra shift

"

Call our JOBLINE number today and leave your name and phone # and someone will return your call.

586-9300 (24 hours)

Supervisors work with school schedules
** Benefits for full and part time
** Across the street from Wright State
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Outdated politics,foolish policy
Why is U.S. holding onto useless Cold War prejudices?

Ummm, Mr. President? Bill?
We know that you've been
Editor In ChM - Amy Pryor
prcoccupicd lately, but you do
News Editor - Heather Bishara
know that the Cold War is over,
Spotlight Editor - Angelique Campbell
- Opinions Editor - Angetle Haney
right? Somebody did mention it to
Sports Editor - David Biddle
you? Maybe you saw the Berlin
Chief Photographer - Ore* Hedleston
Wall fall? The Soviet Union
Copy Editors - Anita Artzner, Michael D. Pitman collapse? You did? Oh good.
Graphic Arts Manager - Thomas Poole
So—why can't we talk about
Advertising Manager - Jamie Allen
Cuba?
Ad Graphics Manager - Sebastian Nester
It's been 40 years since the
Production Assistant - Holly Blakely
Cuban Revolution. The U.S. has
Circulation Manager - Shaun Tubbs
seen nine presidents come and go.
Assistant News Editor • Josh Couts
Castro and the embargo remain.
We justify our trade embargo
against Cuba by maintaining that
Advertising Reps - Thomas Sweeney
Staff Writers - Matt Daley. Katy Gutwein, Brandy if we just starve the Cuban people
enough, they will be motivated to
Hollon. Brian Joo. Cherjanet Lenzy, Angela
Musick, Michael D. Pitman. Dan Stupp
overthrow Castro themselves.
Staff Photographers • Jenn Smith
Incredibly humane and enlightened
Technology Supervisor- Jason Sanders
foreign policy, no? And obviously,
Faculty Mentor - Jeff John
incredibly effective.
Student Media Coordinator - Gerry Petrak
The main argument runs that
Castro is hurting his own people.
But
our claim to care .so much
The Guardian is primed weekly during the
about the welfare of the Cuban
regular school year ll is published hv students of
Wright State University in Dayton, (..no Editoripeople rings hollow. Are their
als without bylinesreflect(he majority opinion of
the editorial board Views expressed in columns,
sufferings somehow more noble
cartoons and advertisements are those of the writthan, say, the Mayan people of the
ers. artists and advertisers.
The Guurdianreservesthe right to ccnsor or
Mexican highlands, whose
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
government is waging a war of genocide against them with the
present or future advertising acceptance rules established by The Guurduin All contents conhelp of U.S. Apache helicopters? Of course, Mexico isn't
tained herein arc the express property of The
Guurdian Copvright privilegesrevertto the writ crs. artists, and photographers of specific works
after publication The Guurdianreservesthe right
to reprint ks in future issues.
C1999 The Guardian

Letters to the Editor
•The Guardian encouragcs letters to the
editor and commentary pieces from
students, faculty, administrators and
staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 500 words or
less
•All letters arc subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
• E-mail to haney.2<e.wright edu

communist.
So. let's talk about Cuba.
The U.S. has never liked Castro. That's
not a big secret. But then again, our taste in
Latin American dictators leaves something
to be desired. After all, we liked Pinochet,
who murdered and "disappeared"
thousands of his own people. But at least
he wasn't a communist. We used the same
logic to support Manuel Noriega and
Ferdinand Marcos. For as long as it suited
our purposes, anyway.
Frankly, when it comes to dictators
who are hurting their own people, we don't
have a lot of credibility.
But the real problem with the U.S.
policy towards Cuba is that it is another
display of our blinding arrogance. This
may be hard for politicians who came of
age under Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon to
swallow, but who are we to say who may
or may not, should or should not, rule
another sovereign state? If communism is
an experiment that failed, that does not
mean capitalism is manna from heaven.
After all. look what it's given us —
homelessness, the S&L crisis, big money
lobbyists, the gender-based wage
differential, an ever-widening gap between
Graphic by Tom Poole rich and poor, and a disappearing middle
class.
The Cold War is over. Castro is still around. It is time to talk
about Cuba.

Raider Voices

Should WSU develop a football team?

IJelf Martin
Sophomore. Biomedical Engineering
"I believe that they should because it will
bring out more students to the school, and it
makes it more like an actual college
cnviromcnt."

Monica Ritter
Senior. Education
"Sure, because I thoroughly enjoy football,
It's a big sport, and if they have the people to
do it. why not?"

Loran Edwards
Graduate Student. TESOL
"Yeah, I think so. because there arc a lot of
students who like football, and they should
be able to have that as part of their college
experience."

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising: 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief: 775-5540
Sports / Features: 775-5536

Adam Cline
Graduate Student. English
"No, because it is stupid, and we don't need
any more stupid people on this campus."

Terry Philmore
Freshman. Business Management
"I don't think we should develop a football "I don't care. I don't even watch football,
team because 1 don't think this school has
what it takes to support a football team."

I

Intangibles of a "good education"
By Angelic
Haney
A good education.
A harmless enough phrase.
As good Americans, we can all
get behind the idea that everyone
who wants one deserves a good
education.
But what, exactly, does a
"good education" mean?
I would be safe in
assuming that it means
different things to different
people. For my grandmother,
during the sixties and
seventies, it meant sending
her girls to Catholic
schools, period. For my
best friends' parents, in the
late seventies and early
eighties, it meant a
Montessori environment.
What, precisely,

makes an education "good"? Is it
rigorous academics and exciting
challenging teachers? Well, yes
and no. Yes, those things are
important, and define what an
education is, but there is and
must be more.
A good education
also consists of the
intangibles.

5o the editor
A plea for football

When I first came to Wright
State, I did not realize that we
didn't have a football team. 1 just
took for granted that they would.
Football is a sport that most
Americans enjoy during the fall.
Football is a part of our culture.
However, this favorite pastime is
missing at WSU. I think that
football would provide a great
source of entertainment on this
campus. It would also create a
sense of pride for our school.
Football tends to be more of a
social event than basketball
because there is more space to
move around and the games
moves at a slower pace. People
attend football games not only to
watch the game but also to
socialize.
Many people have
speculated on why we don't have
a team. Forget the rumors. The
reason is simply becausc we
don't have enough support. The
Athletic Director at WSU is not
against having a team. Actually,
he started a football team at the
school he previously attended.
He docs say, however, that the
students have to show they want
a team. We need the support of
6.000 or more students to get the

team started. If we can get this
support, then Dr. Cusack will
bring the issue up to the school
board.
Our team would take about a
year and a half to develop. The
stadium would resemble a high
school stadium, with grand
stands, a press box, and
concession stands. Students
could have tailgate parties, and
we could have a homecoming
and a parents' night at the game.
Our team would be in a nonscholarship conference. Dr.
Cusack did not give an estimate
of the cost, but he did say that it
wasn't as expensive as most
people think. He also said that he
didn't feel tuition would have to
be increased to start the team.
I think that having a team
would improve the quality of
campus life here at WSU. What
matters is what the rest of you
think. Would you like to see a
football team started at Wright
State? A petition is in the works.
Look for one around campus
soon.

Dayton Public Schools have
decided that a good education
can't be acquired on an empty
stomach, so they provide
students with breakfast if they
need it.
In college, other
intangibles bccome
important. People want to
know why students
complain about parking.
Because it's
important to them. It
affects the quality of
their educational
experience on this
campus. So do a whole
host of other issues.
Take childcare for
instance. For the
students who are also
parents, having
convenient, reliable
childcare available to
them on campus might
make it easier to
concentrate on advanced

calculus or literary criticism.
Or the atmosphere in which
learning is conducted It is an
intangible, but critical, issue. For
women, minorities, people with
disabilities, anybody, really —
it's important to have an
environment free of intimidation.
Part of the university's job is to
insure that.
The Master Plan, of which
we have all heard so much in the
last year and a half, is about

intangibles, it's about the
aesthetics of a campus, and how
it makes students feel about their
I'm all for aesthetics (hell,
I'm a liberal arts student) but I'm
not sure that the superficial
issues are the best place for WSU
to start.
Where is the Master Plan
that addresses our quality of life?
We are entitled to a good
education.

free-speech.com
—Here it is,the second week of classes, and I'm still
waiting on books to arrive in the WSU bookstore. It wouldn't be so
bad, but the book I ordered arrived and they put it back on the shelf.
Although they called to tell me the book was in on Thursday, the
bookstore was closed until Monday..I stopped in Tuesday, and they
had already sold a to someone else. Just another reason to shop at
The College Store.
—Jennifer Robinette. Education

Petition is parking solution

university had such a plan, but
We all know there is a
we students had no say in a plan
problem with parking this year
we are basically paying for. The
on campus. Students have had
"Master Plan" will cost a total of
many complaints about not
having enough parking spots. I
have also experienced many
hardships with parking, and it has
caused me to be late to several of
my classes everyday. I could
have left earlier, but more spaces
closer to campus are needed.
What can be done to solve this
huge parking problem?
My English class
presentation group and I have
done some research to find out
why the parking on campus is
so bad. One reason was the
development of new greenery
around campus, which took away
$17 million,
many of the parking spots. The
funded by tuition costs |
parking lots in front of the
and private contractors.
medical building, between the
The Department of Parking
Student Union and Russ
and Transportation has said that
Engineering center, and one ol
the university has future plans to
the parking lots for Hamilton
add more parking, but nothing
Hall have all been taken out. This
will happen soon because the
development of greenery is pari
state docs not fund projects that
of the "Master Plan" the
are non-academic.
university has to make the
We the students must do
campus
look
more
like
a
college
Megan Baker
something about our parking
community.
Freshnutn
problem. Maybe we can start a
I had no idea that the

petition to get the state's
attention on this issn I will
personally be the first to sign
such a petition because I am a
sophomore, and I want better
parking that will not interfere
with my education here at Wright
State. I will start this petition
with the support of students at
this university. I can be
^
contacted at 879-1264.
Hopefully, a petition
can catch the attention
of the people who can
solve the parking
problem at Wright State.

Chung Cho
Sophomore, MIS

mmmms
wants you to send your
comments, via e-mail, to

free-speech, com
so send your poor, your tired,
your parking complaints to:
s005ash@discover.wright.edu
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^ape Aggression Defense offered at WSU

ptions u*r self-defense."' -ai.:
Siinone Polk. director or' Public Safety.
The classes will he ofl'eu
Feb. 1.8. 15 and 22 from 7-10
p in, in room
in the Nutter
Center. The initial class will be
held in room 240 of the Nutter
Center for a more classroom
atmosphere.
The fee for the lour classes
differs for individuals and their
status at Wright State University. WSU students may attend
for S10 and the fee is $ 15 for a
WSU student and their
daughtcr(s). It is 520 for WSU
faculty and staff and an additional S5 for their daughter! s).
Community members arc also
encouraged to register for the
classes. Their fee is $30 plus
$5 if their daughter attends as
well.
The RAD program came
about after women in the campus community asked about a
program similar to RAD.
Rape and physical <>r
sexual assault is a problem for
the United States and is a problem on college campuses. Fortunately enough though, at
Wright Slate it is not what we
call an extensive problem. We
do have, much like most colleges and universities, incidences of sexual assault and
physical assault." said Polk.
There have been approximately five to six reports of
physical or sexual assaults in
1998. according to Polk. The
findings in these reports has
lead the Public Safety department to conclude that the RAD
program is important for the
women on campus.
"The reports we've taken
have all been women who have
been physically or sexually assaulted. So. we look at that as a
determinant as to who needs
the training as to who is being
sexually assaulted more often.
We have to look at our female
constituents." said Polk.
The classes will be taught
b\ Dawn Hollar a WSU Public
Safety olficer who lias been
trained to teach RAD RAD is a

www.virusthemovie.com
F o r y o u r c h a n c e t o w i n a V I R U S p r o m o t i o n a l p r i z e p a c k c o n s i s t i n g of a c a p a n d
t - s h i r t , s i m p l y s t o p hv The Guardian,

W 0 1 6 B S t u d e n t U n i o n , with the answer to

t h e f o l l o w i n g trivia q u e s t i o n :
" N a m e t h r e e m o v i e s w h i c h s t a r r e d J a m i e Lee C u r t i s . "
P r o m o t i o n a l p r i z e p a c k s a r e available o n a

first-come,

first-served

basis. N o

p u r c h a s e necessary. O n e p r o m o t i o n a l prize p a c k p e r p e r s o n .
V I R U S o p e n s at t h e a t r e s n a t i o n w i d e o n J a n u a r y 1 5 !
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Keeping the dream aifeve

Acclaimed actor to portray King at WSU
By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer
In 1983, President Reagan
signed legislation creating the
observance of Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s birthday.
This event marked the end
of a persistent, highly organized
lobbying effort spanning the nation for 15 years.
Rep. John Conyers,D-Mi,
submitted the first legislation
to commemorate King's birthday four days after his assassination.
"We worked hard to put together a national effort and
make a powerful network," said
Ccdric Hendricks, legislative
aidejo Con vers.
PethlSfts carrying more than
six million signatures were submitted td Congress in 1970.
With the helpofRep. Shirley

Clm^^g-NY. Cooyen

submitte<Mnc legislation during each congressional session

until it passed in 1983.
In honor of Wright State's
1999 Martin Luther King, Jr.
celebration, orator-actor Jim
Lucas will po. ay Martin
Luther King, Jr. in "Keeper of
the Dream."
" Keeper of the Dream" is a
one-person oratorical presentation of King's speeches.
The presentation also explains the personal experiences
in King's life as well as providing an overview of American
history at the time of his
speeches.
Lucas has received national
acclaim forhisexhilarating dramatic readings of King
speeches, such as "I Have a
Dream, "I've Seen the Promised Land" and "I've Bern to
the Mountaintop."
Lucas has been dping King's
eches for m o r e e n J g j p r r
his reserrfblance io'•nfl ifcIferpretation of King has been
referred to as remarkable, awe-

inspiring, uncanny and soulful.
King is the only American,
besides George Washington, to
have a national holiday designated for his birthday.
Internationally, King is
one of the few social leaders
of any country to be honored
with a holiday. Such status by a
member of a country's racial
minority is almost unheard of.
"I'm really looking forward
to it!" said Lillian Johnson, director of Bolinga Cultural Resources Center.
"There's a difference between hearing King's speeches
on the radio and hearing them
in person," said Johnson. "Hearing a person...you feel jl in your
soul."
"Keeper of the Dream" is
sponsored by the Bolinga Cult u r a l Resources Center, the
Asian/Hispanic/Nafive American Center and the Women's
Center.
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The program is free and
open to the public. It will be
followed by A Brotherhood Reception sponsored by the College of Education and Human
Services.
"The reception will give
people time to share and fellowship," said Johnson.
"Keeper of the Dream" will
be showcased on Fri., Jan. 15 at
2 p. in. in iheSiudentjJnionMvl*
tipfcrposc Room, ffie reception
will follow the prtgram in lb?
Atrium.
f d j ; more infatuation contad .'he Bolingtf^fltural Ri-r :
sources Center a t ^ 3 7 ) 7755645.

AHNAC Essay Contest Cultural celebration
How has America enriched your life?

comes alive with
help of local art

Contest winners will be
awarded prizes for their creative
and articulate writings.
The first-place winner will re
This year marks the fourth anBy KATHERINE L. GUTWEIN
nual Asian/Hispanic/Native ceive a Minolta Vectis 200 camera Staff Writer
with case and battery.
American Center essay contest.
Second-, third- and fourthAppl ications for the contest are
Wright State University is
now available and will continue to place wins $75. $50, and $25, re
sponsoring an art exhibit as part of
spectively.
be accepted until March 19.
celebrations for the birthday of
Winners of the contest will be Martin Luther King, Jr., the twenty"The essay contest originated
toencouragegood communication notified the week of April 5, and eighth anniversary of the Bolinga
all
prizes will be awarded at the Cultural Resource Center and Black
skills as well as encourage students
to write," said Mai Nguyen, direc- Asian Fest Culture Night on April History Month.
tor of the Asian/Hispanic/Native 17.
The exhibition, titled " The Gleam
Essays are not to exceed one of Our Bright Stars: Reflections of
American Center.
thousand
words
and
should
be
This year's contest topic asks
the African American Experience,"
students to explain how America typed and double-spaced.
will feature artists from Ohio and
Each student must include a West Virginia, including WSU
has been enrichcd by the presence
of people of different cultures or separate information page stating graduates Catherine Vance and
their name, major, classification
ethnicities
Raymond Glenn.
"I would like to encourage stu- college, home addtess and tele"The focus is on the Africandents from every background to phone number.
American experience, but not all of
For more information contact. the artists are African-American. I
participate," said Nguyen.
Nguyen said that undergradu- Khurshid Ahmad at (937) 775- know of at least one who isdisabled,
ate, graduate and professional stu- 3185, Carol Loranger at .(937) so it can be interesting to people on
dents arc eligible to apply for the 775-2961 or the Asian/Hispanic many different levels and for
contest, as well as students from Native American Center at (937) different reasons." said Lillian
775-2798.
the WSU Lake campus.
Johnson, director of the Bolinga

By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer

Cultural Resource Center.
The art will be on display in
the Student Union Gallery Jan. 14
throughFeb.26 and is co-sponsored
by the Bolinga Center and
Accessible Arts! The Accessibility
Consortium.
"We are excited about being a
part of the exhibit. You would
typically not think of Disability
Services collaborating with the
Bolinga Center, but it has turned
out very well." said Johnson. "This
is a first for us and we hope to do
more in the future."
The celebration will also include
a reception for the featured artists
on Jan. 21 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in
the Student Union Formal Lounge.
Anyone needing more information
can contact the Bolinga Center at
(937)775-5645 in E107 Student
Union or through the Office of
Disability Services at (937)7755680 in El86 Student Union.
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A new suburban"Happiness" "Devine" inspiration
,\v\V

''

"Happiness

• • • • •
"Happiness" is the latest film
from director Todd Solondz
("Welcome to the Dollhause").
"Happiness" has stirred up a
great amount of controversy in
the film community due to the
graphic and disturbing nature of
the film.
"Happiness" isn't just di rbing, it'sdown right horrifying .But
the entire audience, including myself, seemed to love it.
The film follows the lives of
the three Jordan sisters, bouncing
i n and out of their separate, twisted
tales.
Joy Jordan (Jane Adams) is an
aimless mess. She intends on
doing good, but has no pattern or
plan to follow. She wants to be a
musician, but doesn't appear comfortable enough with herself to
sing to only one person. Her love
life is a mess and this is shown

ROUTE,:
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11:20
11:40
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12:20
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with much hilarity in the opening
sequence as she attempts a breakup with her boylriend-of-the-moment (an all too brief Jon Lovitz
cameo) in a classy restaurant.
Helen Jordan (Lara Flynn
Boyle) is a highly successful
writer, but is hurt in her personal
life. She has isolated herself on a
different "intellectual" level than
everyone else. This is all until she
experiences a moment of clarity
and realizes what a fake she is.
The highlight of Helen's story
involves her neighbor, Allen
(Phillip Seymour Hoffman), a real
closet pervert. He rummages
through the phonebook to make
explicit/dirty calls to women, he
can't seem to get rid of the large
woman across the hall (who has a
deep-dark secret of her own), and
his obsession with Helen is getting stronger. Something seems
ready to burst, and it does, unfortunately for the audicnce . . . on
the screen.
Those are small problems
compared to that of Trish
Maplewood (Cynthia Stevenson).

Her life seems perfect. She has a
loving husband, two wonderful
children and a beautiful home.
She is happily living the Barbara
Billingsic) style of life and loving every minute of it. A problem
arises and her "Mrs. Cleaver" life
cannot match up to the secret
"Eddie Haskell from Hell" life
her husband leads. He's a good
husband, a good father, and a pedophile.
Solondz has taken suburbia
and turned it upside down, shaking it for all the change in its
pockets. The change falls out and
it's all the things we don't want to
see. He asks, "What's behind
those closed doors in all these
perfect family neighborhoods?"
Solondz takes us deeper than
we probably wanted to go in to
the land of the perverse, but he
does it in a manner so ridiculous
that it's brilliant. You wi!! be rolling in the aisles over scenes that
tackle pedophilia, masturbation
and even death. Solondz has
crafted his most offensive masterpiece to date. (Brian Joo)

. \ V

"Waking
Ned

search eventually leads them to
Ned Devine, who was apparently
shocked to death (literally) by his
Devme
winning.
The story then twists as the
town has to band together to fool
"Waking Ned Devine" is the the "lotto man" (Brendan F.
endearing story of the small Irish Dempsey) into thinking that Ned
village ofTullymorc, which iscon- is still alive.
sumed by claiming the lottery winThe characters jump to life as
nings of lifelong Tullymore resi- they hide the truth, with both Jackie
dent Ned Devine (Jimmy Keogh). and Michael resorting to riding
Jackie O'Shea (Ian Bannen), nude through the Irish country
his wife Annie (Finnula Flanagan) side attempting to outwit the lotto
and best friend Michael O'Sulli van
man.
(the absolutely adorable David
"Waking Ned Devine'
Kelly) conspire tofindout which
is so charming that the
of Tullymore's residents has won
amortality at the center of
the lottery.
the plot is obscured.
Their plan is
Written and directed
to find the winby Kirk Jones, "Waking
ner and make
NedDevine" isasweettale
sure that they
that shows the true
arc "his best
meaning of befriend
ing fortunate
when they
in both money
cash the
and friendticket."
hips .(Angelique
Campbell)
Thci

m
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Graphic by Tom Poole
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2:15
3:00

C

7:35
8:20
9:05
9:50
10:35
11:20
12:05
12:50
1:35
2:20
3:05

LOT 71
7:25
8:10
8:55
9 *0
10:25
11:10
11:55
12:40
1:25
2:10
2:55

M1LLETT
HALL
7:40
8:25
9:10
9:55
10:40
11:25
12:10
12:55
1:40
2:25
3:10

Shuttles run only while classes
in session and during Finals Week(No shuttle d u r i n g breaks or
university-observed holidays.

MCLIN
GYM
7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11:35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35

J
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flje Best of ©ayioij
Bar
Beer Special
Ladies' Night
Park
Comedy Club
Radio Station
Cigar/Cigarette Shop_
Thrift Store
Tattoo/Piercing Parlor
Drive Thru
Gas Station
Apartment Complex
Book Store (Chain)
Book Store (Independent)
Place to Take A Date

Dance Club
Live Music C l u b .
Local Band
Music Store (Chain)
Music Store (Independent^
Arena
Movie Theatre (Chain)
Movie Theatre (Independent)_
Live Art Theatre
Movie Rental Store
Restaurant (Over 510)
Restaurant (Undei >10)
Fast Food
Campus Food
Coffee House

f

MOTORIST

,:c\

jolt

;TANCE?--:-1

.1^11

CALL

Benefits include:

ROUTE3: SATUffpAYS ONLY
FOREST
/ /LOT 71
LANE
MX BRIDGE
M
2:10
• 2:05
3:05
3:10
4:10
4:05

6:25
7:25
8:25*

6:30
7:30
8:30*

6:35
7:35
8:35*

WOODS/
PINE HALL
2:20
3:20
4:20

MEIJER
2:25
3:25
4:25

OFFICE
DEPOT
2:35
3:35
4:35

6:45
7:45
8:45*

6:50
7:50
9:00

$1 CHARGE FOR ROUTE 3
(EXACT FARE PLEASE)

Part time-Positions
available in our
Operations Departments
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Flexible Scheduling
• Health/Dental
• On-the-Job Training
• Banking Services
• 401-K Savings Plan

CAMPUS^mrTTLE
IAM1LTON,
HAI.L/SU/
v. 2:00
3:00
4:00

•

7:00
8:00
9:15

VII.LjGE
3:15
4:15
6:40
7:40
8:40*
MALL FOOD
COURT
2:50
3:50
4:50

• Parking Program
(You must work a minimum of 20 hours per week to qualify.)

Check Processin
Positions average 15-20 hours per week,
working a minimum of three days per week.
Hours are between 5 p.m. and 11 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and between 2
p.m. and 6 p.m. on Saturday. Additional
hours may be available. We ofer a base
salary of $7.50/hr. + incentive with an
earning potential of SlO.OO/hr.
Please complete an Employment Application on
Monday, Wednesday, or Friday, from 9 a.m. to 11
a.m. or from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., or fax a resume to
(937) 586-7136. A resume may be sent to the
address below.

7:15
8:15
9:30

•DROP OFF ONLY - NO
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

KeyBank

KeyBank
34 N. Main St.
13th Floor HR
Dayton, Ohio 45402
Attn: D. Wade

And the
winner is...
This is your chance to voice
your opinion about what you love
in the WSU area.
All you need to do is Fill out the
ballot and return it to The Guardian offices, located at W016C Student Union.
Be creative, have fun, but above
all, be honest. We want to present
as accurate an opinon as possible
of the WSU student population.
All ballots are to be turned in to
The Guardian by Jan. 20 at 5 p.m.
The results will be tabulated
and printed in the Jan. 27 issue.

No furry
animals
here
Ian Brennan
"Teacher's Pet"

***•*
Ready for a jolting dose of
reality.' Ian Brennan doesn't
hold anything back delivering
raw emotion on his tenth selfreleased album "Teacher's
Pet."
Written, produced and performed live by Brenna: the
10 tracks face the intense topics of drugs, peer pressure, loss
and violence with brutal honesty.
Working as a counselor in a
California psychiatric emergency room seems to have inspired many of the darker lyrics.
"Your nuclear family is escalating into war." intones
Brennan with his gravely
voicc. giving the album the
feeling of a dark social commentary.
Brennan not only has a gift
for lyrics, the music flowing
behind the words is expressive
as well.
He uses guitars, drums,
violins a'id cellos as well to
create not just songs, but melancholy moods and feelings.
"Teacher's Pet" would
never be described as upbeat;
the music is haunting.
The songs, seemingly
pulled straight from Brennan's
soul. last long after the music
is over. (A// Butler)

I
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New Plant Opening!

Whale offers
diversity in
music

**•

Clean, State-Of-The-Art Facility-Is Now Hiring For
Production & Warehouse

First Yem Ray $7 %,o6^ilr.
" Flexible H o u r s ! FufiftPart Hi ^ Avoilnbh
vw:

Whale
"All Disco
Dance Must
End in Broken
Bones"

From I to r: Jorgen Wall, Jon Jefferson
Cia Soro, Henrick Schyffert and Heikki Kivaho

Easy Aaeis From 1-675 "£ Route 235 • Fa'ubor*
Interviews Be! ween 94//, - 5PM • 873-3946

| < ^ i l n d > t t r i g t is a D r i t j & S m o k e F r « c S m r i r o n m e n t _

"Roadkil!" never sounded so good.
Really.
"RoadkiH" is one of the songs on
the Swedish band Whale's new album. Song titles aside. MTV knew a
good thing when they heard it back in
1994 as they released Whale's first
video. It only took them one try.
This band has a little something
for everyone. 'Hie 11 new songs on
All Disco Dance Must End in Broken Bones" range in style from industrial, folk, slow crooning, rock
and club dance.
The instruments used vary along
with the speed and mood of the music, First and foremost, there is a
techno mixing-board spund and the
music has a slew of unusual percusMtfLNo two songs sound alike as the
band'pbviously givcs-it-all they've
CiaSoro's vocals have a hint of
the band Garbage's sound. Many of
the songs might also remind a listener of the mixing genius of Nine
Inch Nails.
Truly no comparison can be made
because this band has managed to tap
into a mixture that sounds fresh and
different.
Their listeners might not like
every song, but it seems that Whale
has made sure that their music possesses enough variety in spirit for
everyone. (Starla Alexander-Stine)

Florida
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Barbados
South Padre
FREE TRIPS &
GROUP DISCOUNTS!

Lowes( Prices/
Bes* "Parties/

www.sunsplashtours.com

Barnes;ii I SOU ViX-07.il o r e mail w w w . o s i . c i i K b ^ a o k
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Women's basketball splits a pair of MCC games

Raiders lose to Wisconsin-Green Bay, rebound against Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Bv DAVE SEAMAN
For The Guardian
Alter years of poor starts in
(inference play, the Wright State
women's basketball team pulled
he monkey off their back alter
splitting two games this past weekend.
The Raiders opened Midwestern Collegiate Conference play on
Jan. 7. falling to Wisconsin-Green
Bay 71-45, but rebounded to beat
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 66-50 on
Jan. 9 to go to 5-8 overall.
Milwaukee took the lead at 1615 briefly four minutes into the
game, but WSU's defense picked
up and the Raiders pulled away
behind sophomore guards Chanda
Hollingsworth and Amber Williams. who each hit three 3-point
shots.
Taking a 26-23 lead into the
half, the Raiders came out on fire
as Williams and junior forward
Lenora Combs hit a pair of threes
in the opening minutes of the second half which pulled WSU to an
eight-point lead four minutes into
the second half.
The Raider defense held the

There's the ball!" indicates guard Chanda Hollingsworth

, .rnthers to ; 4 percent shooting
and their leading scorer, junior
guard Darvl Schaffeld, to 3 ot 14
shooting and nine points hefore
fouling out iate in the game.
"I thought we didn't plav extremely well, but we made stops
defensively when we had to." commented Wright Slate head coach
Lisa Fitch. "To beat a good team
like Milwaukee when were not
playing well is very good."
Raider junior forward Jess Van
Der Gecst added. "This was a very
important win because they are one
of the top three teams in the conference and because of the game we
had against Green Bay. We
bounced back really well 1 think."
Hollingsworth led the Raiders
with 18 point... with Williams and
Combs adding 11 points apiece.
The game also saw the presence of freshman forward Kelly
Waters, who pulled down six offensive rebounds.
"Waters did a great job on the
boards and offensively." said Van
Der Geest "Amber played great
defense and came alive offensively
as well."

Filch added. "I thought thai
Amber Williams and Kelly Waters had good minutes off the
bench. I thought that their roles
were significant today."
Van Der Geest added 10
points and eight rebounds against
the Panthers.
The Raiders' loss to the Phoenix is one that the team uuickly
put behind them.
UWGB jumped to a quick 60 lead and led by as many as 29 in
the game.
The only highlight was
Hollingsworth. who hit six 3
pointers to lead the Raiders with
18 points.
No other Raider scored more
that six points as the leam shot
only 30 percent from the field.
The Raiders now hold a I -1 conference mark, their best sincejoining the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference four years ago.
WSU played at Loyola last
night and will play the UIC
Flames tomorrow in Chicago. The
team then travels to the Mile High
City to play Denver on Jan. 19.
They return home to host Butler
on Jan. 23.

Wright State can't find the hoop against Butler
By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor
It wasn't the low point of the
season for the Wright State men's
basketball team, that distinction
goes to their 98-76 embarrassment
at Denver. However, the Raiders
60-53 loss to Butler last Saturday
was definitely a close second.
Butler came to the Nutter Center with a 5-6 record (0-1 MCC)
and looked as if they were headed
for the basement of the conference.
However, WSU shot an anemic 29
percent from the floor and managed only 18 first half points.
Senior guard Keion Brooks,
who has carried the Raiders so far
this year, had his worst shooting
performance of the yes.r against
Butler. Brooks did manage 25
points, but he missed 22 of his 30
shots.
After the game. Brooks made
no excuses.
"I just couldn't buy a basket
tonight. I was not on my game at
all and probably couldn't have
thrown the ball in the ocean." said

Brooks.
Head coach Ed Schilling also
spoke without using excuses.
"They virtually dominated the
game. We only played our style for
about six minutes total." said
Schilling.
The "style" that Schilling was
referring to is the Raiders' finesse
game that places a lot of responsibility on the backcourt. The problem is that Wright Slate is not getting production from it's frontcourt
and that killed them against the
Bulldogs.
Although Butler lost four of
their five starters from last year's
MCC Tournament Championship
team, they were still able to push
the Raiders around all evening.
Six-foot-10 German center
Bjorn Gicseck lit ap the Raiders
for 18 points and 12 rebounds.
Also killing the Raiders inside
was 6-foot-6 forward Mike
Marshall who matched Gicseck
with 12 boards.
It's kind of sad that a player the
size of Marshall would get so many
rebounds when WSU had the likes

of 7-foot Bruno Petersons, 6foot-9 Inus Norville and 6-9
Israel Sheinfeld patrolling the
paint.
The Raider trio had only
11 rebounds combined.
Freshman point guard
Marcus Mayfinishedwith 10
points and three assists against
Butler.
Sheinfeld and sophomore
forward Kevin Melson
chipped in with seven points
each.
Now the Raiders (6-9, I 2) must focus their attention
on their two toughest home
games of the year. WSU
welcomes MCC front-runner
Detroit (13-3, 44)) to Nutter
on Jan. 14 at 7:05 p.m.. Then
they will tangle with Cleveland State (8-6. 1-1) on Jan.
16 at 1 p.m.
Detroit is a legitimate
NCAA tournament team and
are led by guard Rashad
Phillips and forward Jermaine
Jackson.

RAIDER NOTES
•Brooks remains infifthplace on the
all-time Wright State scoring list with
1.555 points He needs 19 points to
vault into third place over Mark Vest
and Sean Hammonds.
•Six-foot-6 sophomore forward Ryan
Grose played three minutes against Butler. It was Grose's first appearance
since spraining his ankle six games ago.

Grose can provide some of the
toughness the Raiders need inside
and can also bury the occasional
three.
•Freshman guard Louis Holmes
(stress fracture in his right foot)
and sophomore forward Onome
Scotl-Emuakpor(left Achilles' tendon strain) now join the Raiders'
walking wounded.

In this section:

<6

• Take a look at the
"cry babies" of the
NBA
P 14
• Big Ten b-ball on
the rise
p. 16
• Swimming and
diving update
p. 15

Kevin Melson looks to drive against Butler

m
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Anyone care about the National Babies Association?
Sports Shot
By Dan Stupp
Now that the NBA lockout is
over and a shortened season has
been saved, there is only one ques tion remaining: who really cares?
It is really tough for anyone
who loves the game of basketball
to hear players who are making
five and up to $30 million dollars a
year, complain about how they are
being treated by the NBA owners.
With all of the recent action in college football and
basketball, it was hard to
notice that anything as
missing besides the media
coverage of the negotiations,
or better described as nonnegotiations, between players
and owners.
The only people that were
really hurt by the NBA strike were
the people working in the concession and souvenir stands that
needed those six dollars an hour.
Many of these people needed this
extra income for the holidays and
if things were done correctly, the

owners and players should pay
those people to make up for this
lost income.
Some of the new rookies nnghl
have had to work like normal
people lor a while to make money
during the strike, but believe me
when i say that they will more than
make up for ihe lime they had off.
Some of the players that make
the league's minimum salary
thought that they were suffering,
but the league minimum is over
$200,000.
In fact, part of the labor dispute dealt with increasing the
league's minimum salary.
The main reason that the
league's owners were reluctant to
increase the minimum salary is
because the league's upper echelon makes too much money already.
When Tim Legler spoke out
against the strike he was verbally
attacked by other stars of the NBA.
Although Legler wasn't suffering
financially, he wanted to play,
which seemed to be more than
could be said for other players who
seemed to be more concerned about

a new agreement.
The stars of the NBA certainly
weren't hurt by the strike. NBA
players on average make more than
any other professional athletes.
Of course, this average is
brought up by the likes of Michael
Jordan, who made over $>0 million a yeir on top of his endorsements which pushed his annual
salary to over $100 million a year.
Yet MJ has a new book recently
released ironically titled "For the
Love ofthe GameA more appropriate title might be "For the Love
of the Money ."
Jordan will now retire from the
sport he transcended and hits scheduled a press conference for Wednesday to announce just that. Although this might be bad news if
you are a Chicago Bulls fan, it will
not, like a lot of people believe,
ruin the game of basketball.
Many people feel that Jordan
would help put people back in the
stands and save the game of basketball now that the strike is over.
Jordan is not the answer and many
fans would stay away from the game
with or without MJ.

Jordan is the best the game will
ever see. but after his game-winning shot in Game 6 of last year's
Finals, which clinched the Bulls
sixth championship of the decade,
can you blame him for walking
away while he's on top?
With players like Kenny Anderson joking about having (o sell one
ot his eight cars if ihe strike continued for much longer, it is hard to
feel sorry for those in the NBA.
Before the strike, it was hard
enough for owners to get families
to come out to the games because
of the cost.
Now that many fans have been
discouraged because of the strike,
it will be even tougher to get fans to
come out, especially with the attitudes of players like Anderson who
don't seem to care about anyone
but themselves.
On top of that, ticket prices for
NBA games cost the average fan
$40 a pop.
Hopefully the NBA strike will
cause more fans to turn their attention to college basketball where
players still play for the love of the
game.

"Nominations O p e n for
P a r e n t of t h e Year"
RCA, The Wright State University Parents Association, Residence Services,
and the Office of Student Life are sponsoring the Second Annual Parents
Weekend January 29-31, 1999.
Nominations are currently being accepted for the fiirst annual "Parent of
the Year Award". Any currently registered Wright State student may
nominate his/her parent or parents to receive the award. The award will be
given at the Parents Weekend Brunch on Sunday, J a n u a r y 31, 1999.
Winner(s) will receive a free ticket to the brunch.

C r i t e r i a for n o m i n a t i o n :
1. Any c u r r e n t l y e n r o l l e d W r i g h t S t a t e s t u d e n t m a y n o m i
h i s / h e r p a r e n t s by s u b m i t t i n g a t y p e w r i t t e n essay n o t t o
750 w o r d s o u t l i n i n g w h y h e r / h i s p a r e n t s s h o u l d r e c e i v e
P l e a s e i n c l u d e specific examples.
2. A t e a m of j u d g e s will select t h e w i n n e r ( s )
3. To b e c o n s i d e r e d , n o m i n a t i o n s m u s t
of S t u d e n t Life n o l a t e r t h a n 5:00pm on

ed t o t h e Office
y, J a n u a r y 25, 1999.

Questions??? Feel free to stop by or call the Office of Student Life, W0J4 Student Union, X5570.

N o m i n a t e y o u r p a r e n t or p a r e n t s today!!!
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Men s o&D team captures big win
Raiders win 136-99, but women fall 126-116
By BRANDY HOLLON
Sports Writer
University of Gncinnati Medical College has 12 outstanding graduate
programs in the biomedical sciences, including cell biology,
developmental biology, environmental health, neurostience, molecular
gaieties, biochemistry, microbiology, physiology, pathobiology, molecular
medicine, pharmacology, and a MD/PhD prop-am.

• l)p to $17,500/ Year Stipend
Paid 1\iition, Fees, & Health Insurance
• 400 MS and PhD St*. ients
• Top 10% Nationally in Size
Over $75 Million for Research Projects
Over 200 Renowned Scientists/Mentors
phone: 51.V558.S625
PLEASE Bridgette Harrison
fax: 513.558.2850
CONTACT: University of Cincinnati
email: bridgette.harrison@uc.edu
College of Medicine

FALL 1998 GREEK
DEAN'S LIST
Alpha Xi Delta

s

!

Jewel Benjamin *
Jessica C h a m b e r s
Cathy C o r b i n
Elizabeth Fitts
S h a n n o n Florkey
Julie Goodrich
Kelly G r i e s h o p *
Emily Helm
Misty Martin *
Nicole McFarland

JiUOgU-

Beta Phi O m e g a
Ryan C h e r r y
J o h n Meyers *

Beta Thcta Pi

Men deceive, women cheat, men forgive.
Yet they all
find time to sing...

Dayton Opera
presents

Mozart's ambiguous
comedic opera

*

Jamie HolAinsky
Karen Simon *

Phi Sigma Phi
Matthew Beach
Joseph Carroll '
Kevin Jones
Keith Meyer
D a m i o n Purfey
Scan Richardson
Matthew Roberts
Dalson Seihert
Ed Staudt '
Preston Staudt "

Delta Tau Delta
Patrick Daniels
Aaron Skira *
Brian Syska *

JUST THE OCCASIONAL FLING

Phi Mu

Natasha Parker '
Stefanie Polachek *
Melissa Ratliff *
Carta Ruble
Laura Welch *
D e b o r a h Willen

Curtis Hamriclt

Phi Kappa Tau
Michael Altenburger
Jacob Bashore
Chris DiUingt. '
S
Victor Elswick
J o h n Felber
Andrew HofTmaster "
Christian Mowery
Jeff Ratliff
Greg Schneider

The men's swimming anddiving team captured their first victory of winter quarter against Midwestern Collegiate Conference rival Wisconsin-Green Bay on Jan.
9 with a final score of 136-99.
The women's team fell just
short of a win against the Phoenix
with a final score of 126-116.
From the men's team, sophomore Justin Thorton and senior
Jason Schwartz finished in first
and second-places, respectively, in
the 200-meter backstroke. Senior
Erik Speilcr placedfirstin both the
1000 freestyle (9:41.19) and the
500freestylc(4:32.30)events. The
men captured the top three positions in the 200-meter breaststroke
with freshman Kristopher

MucKinlay placing first (2:10.45).
junior Mike Besco placing second
(2:15.44) and freshman Tom Hubcr
finishing third (2:15.95). Freshman
diver Warrick Mann placed first in
both the one and three-meter diving
events. The men's relay teams
claimed first place in both the 200
medley with members Justin
Thorton, Kristopher MacKinlay. Jason Schwartz and Jason Rieskamp

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Gilbert Bandry '
Joseph O s m a n

Zeta Tau Alpha
Delta Zeta
Andrea Barbcc "
T a b i t h a Bucher
Michelle Bauer
Tanvi Dcsai
Liz C o n z o
Rebecca Holmes *
Stephanie Fleshes
C o r t n e y Keller
Aisha Gearig
J e n n i f e r Larue
Melinda Greene
Julie Sillman
Ambcrly King
Jenna Wurman '
(Italics denotes new member. * denotes 4.00)
Mary l*ytle

Cosi fan iuifc
January 23, 29 and 31
at Memorial Hall

228.SING
Victoria Theatre Ticket Center

Sponsored by
The Jesse Philips Foundation and Mrs. Hampden \V. ( attrrton
*iih additional support from Bank One and Crownt Pla/a. Dayton

(3:32.28) and the 400 freestyle
relay team consisting of Erik
Speiler, Adam Cicora, Greg
Snyder and Jason Schwartz w ith
a time of 3:13.15. Also winning
first-place were junior Jason
Reiskamp in the 30-meter
freestyle with a time of 22.28 and
senior Greg Snyder timed at
1:58.15 in the 200-meter butterfly event.
Among the women, freshman
diver Shelja Dalton placed first
in the one and three-meter diving
events. The 200 medley relay
team of sophomore Chasi Riley,
senior Julie Graham, junior Sarah Wiseman and junior Sarah
Green placed first with a time of
4:05.30. Senior Ellen Musk
claimed the number one spot in
the 200-meter freestyle (1:59.02).
The 200-meter butterfly title went
to junior Sarah Wiseman
(2:14.22).
With a time of2:26.08, senior
Julie Graham placed first in the
200-meter breaststroke. Senior
Kristin Cusimano captured the
top position in the 500-meter
freestyle (5:14.12).
The teams will travel to Western Kentucky University on Jan.
16 at lp.m. The men hope to add
another win to their record and
the women will work to capture
their first victory of the winter.

UP NEXT:
Men's and women's
swimming and diving
team travels to
Western Kentucky on
Jan. 16 for a 1 p.m.
meet

HOTTEST DESTINATIONS ^
i f O U R S AU©
f ifOURS Of
*' BRINKS!

Florida "
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Barbados
Souih Padre
FREE TRIPS &
GROUP DISCOUNTS!
Lowes* "Prices/
Be.st P a r f i e s /
www.sunsplashtours.com

1-800-426-7710
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Big Ten basketball on the rise
Iowa, Ohio State surprising front-runners

By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor
After a few down years, the B ig
Ten is once again one of the most
powerful conferences in college
basketball. The ACC is still the
crime de la crime of NCAA hoops,
but the Big Ten, thanks to several
upstart teams, is not far behind.
At the top of the list are the
Iowa Hawkeyes. After Iowa's 7168 thrilling win over Ohio State
last night, the 16th-rated Hawkeyes
stand alone atop the B ig Ten standings with a perfect 4-0 record (131 overall).
The Buckeyes (13-4,3-1 )might
THE GUARDIAN'S
T O P 25 H O O P S POLL
1) Duke (15-1)
2) U C o n n (13-0)
3) UC (15-0)
4) Stanford (13-2)
5) Maryland (15-2)
6) Arizona (11-1)
7) Auburn (15-0)
8) N. Carolina (14-3)
9) Kentucky (14-4)
10) Michigan St. (12-4)
11) Purdue (13-3)
12) UCLA (11-3)
13) Iowa (13-1)
14) St. John's (13-3)
15) New Mexico (14-2)
16) Kansas (11-3)
17) Minnesota (10-2)
18) Syracuse (11-3)
19) Arkansas (! 1-4)
20) Indiana (14-5)
21) Ohio State (13-4)
22) Wisconsin (14-3)
23) Oklahoma St. (11-3)
24) Clemson (12-4)
2 5 ) T C U (11-2)

be the most improved team in the
nation. They finished with a 8-22
record last year, but with standout
play from guards Scoonie Penn
and Michael Redd, along with an
improving supporting cast, OSU
seems ready for their first NCAA
Tournament berth since 1992.
The Northwestern Wildcats are
another surprise from the Big Ten.
Led by 7-foot center Evan
Eschmeyer, NU (9-3, 2-1) might
sneak into the post-season as well.
The unap'' ous pre-season favorites, Michigan State, seem to
finally be playing solid basketball
after a rocky start. The I2th-ranked
Spartans(12-4. l-l)arcledbyjun-

ior point guard Mateen Cleaves
and have a very deep and talented
roster.
Other Big Ten teams that will
contend for not only a post-season
bid, but the Big Ten Championship, are: Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Indiana and Purdue.
The NCAA will not take eight
teams from the Big Ten to the Big
Dance, so at least one of the aforementioned teams will be disappointed on Selection Sunday.
Since the conference is so deep
from top to bottom, every league
game will be big and there will be
no upsets.
Look for recaps and
analysis of the N F C and
AFC Championship games
in next week's issue of
THE GUARDIAN

Interested
in working
Seeking
for us?
Generously
Come to
Spirited
our general
Woman...
meetings
Would your life be enriched
by helping us achieve our
Fridays at
dream of a family?
Egg donor needed for an
3 p.m.
infertile couple.
in W025 SU If you are 21-32 years old and
would like further information
and be
please send your name and
address to:
a part of
IVF Director

Dept. 280
2125 Eleanor Placc
Cincinnati, O H 4 5 2 1 9
1-800-841-5690
Strict Confidentiality.
Compensation provided.

RESEARCH PATIENTS NEEDED

RESEARCH PATIENTS NEEDED

New medicines discovered by the pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies undergo many stages of research and
development. The ultimate commitment is to bring mcdicincs to the people who need them.

Dayton Area Research Associates, Inc. J,. !; i
505 A East Stroop Rd

is conducting pharmaceutical research for: > (
d Pressure
• S k i n Infection
• Frequen;
Sinus I n f e c t i o n
• Emphysema
S t r ^ j Tlirt

Hi

4#>

••g* Pmfits Intlmfc;

FREE MEDICAL EVALUATION AND EXAMINATION
FREE STUDY MEDICATION
PAYMEN i FOR TIME AND TRAVEL

FOR INFORMATION CALL (937) 643-0772

itis

HERITAGE BALL
FEB. 5, 1999
8 PM - 1 AM
DINNER SERVED
HOLIDAY INN

"A CLASSY AFFAIR"
SPONSORED BY THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
CALL X5506 FOR MORE INFORMATION

ALL MY SONS ,s Arthur Meier's classic, heart-wenching drama about
a man and his struggles with the rro'd' dilemma ot losing a son and^ryirg to
<eep a family together as they face a painful secret.
ALL MY SONS " is the emotional bjl"s-eye." —Curtain Up

A R T H U R

M I L L E R ' S

All My Sons

JANUARY 28 - FEBRUARY 14, 1999
The Loft Theatre
Call the Victoria Theatre Ticket Center

228-3630

I

INTRAMURAL LEAGUES
Divisions
Co-Rec (8 v 8)
Co-Rec (8 v 8)
Mens, Women*,
Mens, W o m e n s ,
Mens, Womens.
Mens, W o m e n s ,

I n n c r t u b c W a t e r Polo
I n d o o r Soccer
Wallyball
5 on 5 Basketball
Badminton
Racquetball

Co-Rec (3 v 3)
Co-Rec
Individual
Individual

Date/Time
T / T H , 8:30-10:30pm
M, 7-11pm
W, 6-10pm
M / T / W / T H , 7-11pm
T, 6:30-8pm
M, 6 - I O p m

UNION ACTIVITIES BOARD
fumpin' January
Blade Runner: W e d . 1 / 1 3 . 7 p m , Movie in t h e Rat
Adaptive Swim: Sat. 1/16, 3-5ptn, S t u d e n t U n i o n Pool
Music Video Bingo: M o n . 1 / 2 0 , 1 l a m - 1 p m , Student Union Atrium
General Member Meeting: W e d . 1/20, 4 p m , UAB Office (W028SU) " F R E E P I Z Z A "
Get Shorty: W e d . 1 / 2 0 , 7 , , Movie in the Rat
Eurhre Tournament:
Tucs. 1 / 2 6 , 7 p m , S t u d e n t U n i o n A t r i u m Sign u p i n the UAB Office (W028SU)
Chinatown: W e d . 1/27, 7 p m , Movie i n the Rat
Imani-Musie Sensation: W e d . 1 / 2 7 , 7 : 3 0 , Student U n i o n Multi-Purpose R o o m
Admission $1 o r 1 c a n n e d good
Co-sponsored by: AARC, IFC, GAC, Office of the Provost, Boligna Center, BSU, I C C , S t u d e n t Life, and T h e G u a r d i a n

Order your Homecoir ing '99 t-shirts through UAB!
Scholarship Raffle tickets will be available soon

FITNESS PROGRAMMING
Class
Spinning
Beginning Aerobics
Step Aerobics
Step or Knockout Workout
Butts & Gutts
Lunch Special

D^c/Time
M/W, 1212:50pm T/TH, 12-12:50pm/5:30-6:15pn
T/TH, 5:30-6:30pm
M, 5:30-6:30pm
W, 5:30-6:30pm
M/W, 11:30-12:00am
F, 12-1 pm

Location
Squash Courts
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym
Vary by Activity

ADAPTED RECREATION & ATHLETICS
Event

Aquatics
Fitness (Class)
Wheelchair Football
Handball/Go&lball/Power Socccr/Dcaf Volleyball
Track
Wheelchair Basketball
Quad Rugby
Racquctball
Sega Night
WC Rugby
Super Bowling
Snow Skiing
Central Intercollegiate Conference Tournament

Location
Student Union Pool
Student Union Fitness Center
Student Union Gym
Student Union Gym
Student Union Fitness Center
Nutter Center
Nutter Center
Student Union Courts
Student Union Arcade
Columbus
Beaver-Vu
Mad River
Nutter Center

Date/Time
T/TH, 9-10:15am
T/TH, 9-10:15am
TH, 6:30-8pm
M. 6:30-8pm
M/W, 4:30-6:30pm
T, 7-10pm/F, 5-7pm
T. 7-10pm/TH, 7-0pm
TBA
TBA
Jan. 16, 1 lam
Jan. 22, 8-11pm
Jan. 23, All Day
Jan. 29-30, All Day

For more information contact Andy at X5815 or X5817.

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Event
Skiing W o r k s h o p
Skiing O u t i n g

Date/Time
J a n . 13, 5 : 1 5 p m

Jan. 23

Location
Student U n i o n
Mad River M o u n t a i n

CALLING ALL OFFICIALS!
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS AND SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED!
IntcrcM Meeting at 4 p m on Friday, January 15 in the Student Union Atrium.
For more information contact Eric at X5825.
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CLASSIFIEDS

HOW DOES S800/WEEK EXTRA INCOME,
soundto y o u " Ama/ingly. profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to
International. 1375 Coney Island. Brooklyn. NY
11230
HELP WANTED! Personal Care Assistant
Steady Pan-lime Work NoEspencnce Required
Perfect Job tor Studentsor Homemakers Looking
for Extra Income. Hours Range from 15 to 2S pet
Week Starting Wage Is $7 00 . Call 427-1059.
or e-mail 70421 ' 155frcomjwserve com
Immediate, part-rime internships in child
developmental therapy Education/psychology
majors preferred—all majors welcome Possible
course credit. Call 917-898-8626
Looking for a 3rd or 4ih year human factors/
marketing/computer art majo.
help design
liferalure for a start-up business Must have own
computer and software tocrcaie pamphlet designs
452-0554
Part-time nanny to care for 2children in Bellbrook
home Tuesdays & Thursdays Non-smoker
E*(wrience necessary $7/hr Call Renee at 84S7166.
Technical Positions Available
Simulation
Technologies. Inc. (S I 11 has positions available
for individuals seeking work experience and
training in technical fields We offer flexible
hours and competitive salaries Must be currently
seeking a technical degree C/C++ experience
preferred U.S. cin/enslup required STI is an
equal opportunity employer Please send resume
and cover letter to: STI. Mid-Cily Station, PO
Box 3. Day Ion. OH 45402 or via e-mail
poguc^siiusacom

TRAVEL

Spnng Break B.ihamas Party Cruise 1 5 Nights
$279' Includes Meals A Free Parties' Awesome
Beaches, Nightlife' Departs from Florida' Cancun
& Jamaica $199' springbreaklravcl coin 1-800678-6>86
Spring Break Panama City SI 2'!' Boardwalk
Room wTKitchen Next to Clubs' 7 Paities-Eree
Drinks! Daytona $149! South Beach $129'
Cocoa Beach SI49' springbreaklravcl com I800-678-6.186
SPRINGBREAK toall the most popular spots.
Florida. Texas. Cancun. Mexico, lamaica. etc
Browse our web site www.icpt.com for info. Best
hotels, condos, prices and parlies
Reps,
organizations, and promoters also wanted InterCampus Programs 800-527*601.'
SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spring Break
Headquarters Packages from $39 00 per person
Closest to Spinnaker ami Li Vela Host of Sports
Illustrated Beach Club Call Now' 1-800-224GULF www springhreakhqcoitv
JAMAICA SHUTTLE Spnng Break 7 nights
Cincinnati from S507 each FREE ReggaeJAM
Spring Break information 74 hours daily
Operators9-5 (800>871-442~> l .immon<'gte net
Spring Break Baliamas Party Cnnse' 5 Nights
S279' Includes Meals A: Free Parties' Awesome
Beaches. Nightlife' Departs From H o n d a !
Cancun A Jamaica $399' springbreaklravcl com
1-800-678-6386

NOTICE T
REGISTi

Spnng Break Panama Cily S129' Boaidwalk
Room w/Kitclieu Next To Clubs' 7 Parties-Free
Drinks' Daytona SI49' South Beach SI29'
Cocoa Beach SI49' spnnghreaktravel com I800-678-6.486

* ••ACTNOW" I.ASTCHANCETORESERVE
YOUR SPOT (OR SPRING BREAK' GROUP
DISCOUNTS H )R (>* CAU.LEISURETOURS
FOR SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN. JAMAICA.
A N D FLORIDA
1-800-8.18-8203 /
WWW LFISURETOURS COM

2 Bedroom house on Wyoming, new ly remodeled,
set uniy lighting, delachedgarage. no pets. $425 00
ps-r month • utilities • deposit 299-3376.

S h o w r o o m New
199.1 Subaru Imprexa
Sportwagon 90.000 safe original owner miles
25city/11 highwaympg Man 5-SJHItransmission
Power windows and door locks. Air conditioning
40 wall anVfmsiereo w/4 speakers Hunter Green
Metallic Paint Asking $(>995 or best offer Pb
89R-4880/ leave message Or 890-7530 after S

JAMAICA SHUTTLJ-' Spnng Break 7 nights
Cincinnati from $499 each FREE ReggaeJAM
SpringBreakinfomiation24hoiirsdaily Operators
9-5. (800) 873-4423 reggae-jam com.

SERVICES
ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
Private Medical Practice
Low Fees-Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED CENTER 291-3917
www gynpages coin/mcdplus
ABORTION ALTERNATIVES
Call 2 7 6 - 5 4 0 0 ( D a y t o n l or 4 2 6 - 4 2 3 8
(Bcavercreck) for compassionate choices

FOR SALE
ALWAYS PROTECT YOURSELF! People are
Assaulted BRUTALLY for Money or W'orse'
Don't Be a Victum of M;*?gings. Raptsis. or
Robbers' Get a Catalog on IVrsonal Safety
Devices Very Cheap' Effective INSTANT
PROTECTION! Wnie & Send $1 to Icefire
SECURITY 914 Graiidvtew Ave Union NJ
071183 STOP Taking Your Safety for Granted*

Etna

BRICK HOME TO SHARE S U B D I V I S I O N NICE, Q U A D LEVEL. 2 1/2 B A T H S . 2
RFPRIDCiERATORS. LARGE CLOSETS.
C O M E ENJOY
$165 00 INCLUDING
UTILITIES APPROX 5MILESTOWSU CALL
233-4672 JOAN
Roommate needed. 1416 olfcampus Foresl LiUie,
1 block away $25«mo . $250deposit(payableto
JED Investment) Share 2 bedroom / 1 1/2 bath,
balcony. cental air 416-1417 Rick
WANTED
FEMALE NON-SMOKER T O
S H A R E .1 BEDROOM H O U S E
2 CAR
GARAGE. FENCED YARD MUST LIKE
IXXiS S375/MO (INCLUDES UTILITIES)
25>.«.797 IJIANNA
<21 I Bedroom Apts on Burkhardt. newly
rein*«deled. off street parking, sccuritv lighting,
no pets. SIOO.OO month each • utilities • deposit

GO RAIDERS!

RIGHT STA TE

I Bedroom house on Wyoming, available 2/1/99.
newly remodeled, security lighting, no pets.
$375.00 per month + utilities • deposit. 2993376

m

msm

Start your own fraternity' / e r a Beta Tau is
looking for men to start a new chapter If you are
interested in academic success, a chance to network
and an opportunity to make friends in a nonpledging
brotherhood.
e-mail:
zbtWzbtnation.il org or call Mike Simon at
<317)334-1898

CLASSIFIED
ADS
First 25 words:

Si.00 for all
FOR MORE INFO
CALL:

775-5537

IVERSITY
ATIONS

IF YOUR O R G A N I Z A T l ^ ^ t N T E R E S T E D ^ 1 N A P P L Y I N G FOR AN^fflpftJAL BUDGET FOR THE
1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 YEAR, AN OFFICIALLY DESIGNATED REPRESENTATIVE^}? YOUR O R G A N I Z A T I O N
MUST A T T E N D ONE OF TWO INFORMATFQ$f ^(EETINGS TO FIND O U T MORE A B O U T T H E
APPLICATION PROCESS AND TO OBTAffikTHE NECESSARY APPLICATION FORMS.

NOTICE
J

S T U D E N T O R G A N I Z A T I O N BUDGET C O M M I T T E E F U N D I N G INFO M E E T I N G S
WEDNESDAY, J A N U A R Y 20, 1 9 9 9
2-3 P M
E163 S T U D E N T U N I O N
OR
THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 1999
5-6 P M
E156A S T U D E N T U N I O N
Q U E S T I O N S , C O N C E R N S , C O M M E N T S : S T O P IN OR C A L L T H E
OFFICE OF S T U D E N T LIFE, W 0 3 4 S T U D E N T U N I O N , X 5 5 7 0 .

I

••
WEDNESDAY. JANUARY

2

1

.TON

the fishes
38 Singer
Neville
4() A l l - p u r p o s e
doc
A 1 Actress L o y
4 3 Vast range
of sand
47 C o m spike
48 Denver
airport
5 I In the
style of
52 O n e of
the Three
Bears
53 Colonial
sewer?
54 Pin
number?
5 5 T a l l o w fat
5 6 Duel tool
D O W N
1
Fiction"
2 E x a m
format
3 S u m m o n
o n the P A
4 O o z y stufT
5 "God's
Linle
€> Y o u n g
fellow
7 Chartrts
c h u m
8 N u m e r o u s
progeny
9 L o n d o n
airport
10 Summit
11 R o o m

A C R O S S
i B a o d In
Boston
S Reaction
lo Yorick
9 Experienced
12 Kurasian
range
13 S o bad
it's g o o d
14 "Foucuult's
Pendulum"
author
15 N Y C
airport
17 Start o f a
Ijitin I trio
I8 Potential
fraunan
Irrigate
21 Appliance
abbr.
2 2 T h e better
pan of a
workday?
2 4 " - Enchanted
Evening"
27 Surpass
28 A d v a n c e d
math
31 X V
network
3 2 Past
3 3 R a w rock
34 Kerosene l a m p part
3 6 Is able
3 7 M a d e like

e-jiOBfJCK

29

30
35

3
3
4
4

7
9
0
1

42

43

44
45

4 "
4 9

5 0

THIOV: VJC

tortilla
Playwright
Levin
Jewel
Neb.
neighbor
orb
Grates
F o u r qts.
Butcher's

ct»Acie.TE
-ruoatAJs**
Fk\a.
VEQfi iw
SCNKTB.
CM, S t t i w r
VOJOVAJ

N e w Haver
campus
Lovers*
quarrel
O n
E m b l e m
for York or
Lancaster
A s
1 Lay
Dying"
widower
Greek
cross
Gorilla

4

3

12

mm

1b

J2S

30

33

w<

^•40

38

41

4f

49

51

54

Si

P

toC

\i
Mr
Coa M T « f l
WCM-tyl
cAa£

MM VH\CW
mmiaKi

\S
So X
K f o B C "TO
*^r< -<ST

*•*>-* weo.

SoUD
I f b O ^ S cha. ?

50

1

We Will March
for Dr. King's Vision

To acknowledge the life of a wonderful
man, we are asking for your
involvement in Celebration Day 1999-

- up «

favored. Socializing should
take a back seat this w e e k r

" s A C I T T A R
I D S
( N o v e m b e r 2 2 to De> -rabcr
21)
Y o u
receive
a
rather
intriguing social invitation.
A
loved one has an unexpected. h a p p y surprise for
y o u later this w e e k . D o n t
allow yourself to be delayed
for an appointment.
C A P R I C O R N
( D e c e m b e r
2 2
to
January
19)
D e v e l o p m e n t s
on
the
J o b this w e e k c o u l d include
a n e w assignments, a prom o t i o n . o r e v e n a raise in
salary. In general. business
is
favored.
A
reeling
or
loneliness is temporary.
A Q U A R I U S (January 2 0
to February
18) A
partner
c o m e s t o y o u w i t h a n ^Inncvlistening

to this. A n y

^arictlyy

s pont aneous

social

Answers to
King Crossword

Please contact the office of
Student Life at 775-5570, or
drop by W034 Student Union.

"Making His Vision Our Reality "

__

SMEO.

ThT.

A R I E S
( M a r c h
2 I
April
19)
S o m e o n e
y o u
haven't heard from or seen
in
a
while
suddenly
reenters y o u r life. H o w e v e r ,
y o u r significant other isn't
t o o h a p p y a b o u i this. T r y to
exercise sensitivity.
T A U R U S (April 20 M a y
2C»
G o o d
n e w s
arrives
about
a
certain
business
venture.
B i g w i g s
are
still
b e i n g
congratulatory
toward you. A friend c o m e s
to y o u with an odd rcquesi
c o n c e r n i n g
m o n e y
this
weekend.
R E M I N I
( M a y
21
to
June 2 0 ) Your tendency to
w o r r y is in full b l o o m . Try
to take better care o f yourself. T h e mental torture y o u
are putting yourself through
can
be quite h a z a r d o u s to
your health.
C A N C E R
(June
21
to
July 22) S o m e t h i n g y o u ' v e
been working o n for s o m e
time
reaches
fruition
this
w e e k . E n j o y that feeling o f
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t and pride.
Y o u ' v e e a r n e d a g o o d pat
on the back.
L E O (July 2 3 to August
22)
It's
a
g o o d
w e e k
to
stress originality and to take
t h e i n i t i a t i v e or> c e r t a i n p r o jects.
It s e e m s
everything
g o e s pretty m u c h your *
t f' a v o r e d' t h i s
R o m a n c e i
w e e k e n d .
• V I R G O
(August
23
to
S e p t e m b e r
2 2 )
You're
c h u g g i n g a l o n g at w o r k , but
y o u can't s e e m to get anything
substantial
done.
P e r h a p s it's t i m e t o c o n s i d e r
a vacation. Financial devel- _
o p m e n t s arc positive.
L I B R A (September 2 3 to
October 22) Planning a get
a w a y
for
the
w e e k e n d
is
favored.
T h o s e
in
love
s h o u l d m a k e it a p o i n t t o b e
o p e n and spontaneous with
each other. A family matter
ises over the w e e k e n d .
S C O R P I O
(October 23

2 0 Perform
22 Boston
airport
2 3 Fairy-tnl«*
word
24 Lumberyard item
25 Kyoto
sash
26 Vegas

27 F I I E T

13. 1999

^

tills

OPEN
DANCE Olub

TVtwrs&Mf
Retro Night
70's 80's
top 40's,,
disco, a n d
alternative
18 & up for
EVERYONE!

Ladies Night
Best new music
&Q mix of the dance classics
18 & up for ladies oniy
with NO COVER CHARGE
& DRINK SPECIALS or
ladies 21 & up!
Men 21 & up only

SAtvirt><\vf

£

-X

- a : CD CD

swDwdy Square Shoppn
i g Center behind Bo
l ckbuster
IiHubr 438-1700 and leave a message

I

